Jewish Created (((Black Lives Matter))) Issues
10 Demands for White Slaves
HP Hooded Cobra 666

We all know who created the "Black Lives Matter" which is the funder, Jewish George Soros, an Elder of Zion.

Just look at the crap they write and you will see why the jews want Black and White people to destroy one another. The jews want racial warfare in the USA as a means of weakening it down and then usurping everything by Jewish Communism and getting the FEMA camps in use for people who resist this.

So after they have attacked free speech and failed, they are now doing the usual shit which is inflate White and Black people against one another.

Everyone mentions "Muh Black Slaves", but they don't mention that Dr Tony Martin who is black revealed that up to 80% of slave owners and slaver traders were jewish. He also knows there are only JEWS, and not "WHITE" people as many claim, because he knows the facts. Because this was all a jewish operation to begin with on Black people because they carry the "Curse of Ham" in the bible and they are bound to be jewish 'goyim' and shock troops for the jews to control. They do that in America.

There are also no blacks in Israel, not even those who are jewish from their mother's side and black, as their mothers are considered race traitors. According to Rabbis the blacks are what every Gentile is, animals of the field, and therefore they can't share a land with savages and inbred animals and half jews- this is what jews believe and have applied in Israel.

After a time where Blacks were into America, Whites gave them equal rights basically ASAP, as the jews wanted them to be slaves. Additionally, for more than a century, charity, money, food, infrastructure and help from White people in Africa such as doctors without borders and so forth has been life saving for many black people, millions literally were saved. Africa has been upgraded by help but unfortunately jews have always been stealing most of the money sent to get to Africa to buy Rolls Royce for jewish CEO's like Unicef's CEO, stolen from charity money by "Whiteys" and sending "Whiteys" in Africa there are slaves to do work for the benefits of the jews.
But the Whites helped regardless.

Well but you know the drill, Whites are evil and so forth. So ((((BLM)))) puts out rules like that now. BLM runs freely, but the problem is you know, our Forums. Because the only problem is spiritual warfare against the jews, criticism and spiritual awakening to the fact that they are trashing out society for tens of hundreds of years:


1. *White people, if you don’t have any descendants, will your property to a black or brown family. Preferably one that lives in generational poverty.*

2. *White people, if you’re inheriting property you intend to sell upon acceptance, give it to a black or brown family. You’re bound to make that money in some other white privileged way.*

3. If you are a developer or realty owner of multi-family housing, build a sustainable complex in a black or brown blighted neighborhood and let black and brown people live in it for free.

4. *White people, if you can afford to downsize, give up the home you own to a black or brown family. Preferably a family from generational poverty.*

5. *White people, if any of the people you intend to leave your property to are racists assholes, change the will, and will your property to a black or brown family. Preferably a family from generational poverty.*

6. *White people, re-budget your monthly so you can donate to black funds for land purchasing.*

7. *White people, especially white women (because this is yaw specialty — Nosey Jenny and Meddling Kathy), get a racist fired. Yaw know what the f*** they be saying. You are complicit when you ignore them. Get your boss fired cause they racist too.*

8. *Back up No. 7, this should be easy but all those sheetless Klan, Nazi’s and Other lil’ d***-white men will all be returning to work. Get they ass fired. Call the police even: they look suspicious.*
9. OK, backing up No. 8, if any white person at your work, or as you enter in
spaces and you overhear a white person praising the actions from yesterday,
first, get a pic. Get their name and more info. Hell, find out where they work —
Get Them Fired. But certainly address them, and, if you need to, you got
hands: use them.

10. Commit to two things: Fighting white supremacy where and how you can
(this doesn’t mean taking up knitting, unless you’re making scarves for black and
brown kids in need), and funding black and brown people and their work.
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